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l .  Introduction
ln this paper. \\ 'e introduce an aclaptive rnultiv'ariable
pH controller for a biogas tower reactor. The reactor
is a new type for anaerobic treatment of waste
water. It has been developed at the Department
of  Bioprocess and Biochemical  Engineer ing at  the
Technical University of l lamburg Harburg. The
adaptive controller was successlully testecl over i l
pcriod of tu'o nonths at a biogas tower reuetor iu
pilot scale located at the Deutsche Hef-erverke
(DHW) in Hanrburg.  The contro l  object ive is  to
keep thc conversion ratcs ol-clrganic compour.rds into
methane and carbon d iox ide constant .  This  u ' i l l  be
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achieved by regr"rlating the pH values in each reac-
tor module.
There are uunterolls applications of control theory
resr-rlts to single-inpr-rt single-output pH control of
stirred tarrk reactors: see Goodwin et al. [-5] or
Flenrrning and Mogens [4], to name but a l-ew.
Horvever, the se results are not applicable to the
biogas tower reüctor. since a dontinating f-eature of
the ne w reactol' prir-rciplc- is its modular reactor
structure. Thereti lre. the plant consists of strongly
cor-rpled subsysterns and the control problem is
mr"rlt i- input multi-r 'rutput. Furthermore, the pH value
has to be manipulated by the waste water influent
rates and canuot be controlled by base or acid
titration as in most pH control applications.
Frour the control engineering point of view, the
first investigation of this new reactor principle is
due to Pahl  et  a l .  [21]  and Pahl  and Lunz.e [20] ,
where an overall model of order 36 was derived
via theoretical process analysis and validated exper-
inentally. This ntodel is too complex for the control-
ler design. It is used as a reference for reduced
rnodels. In Lunze and Pahl [6] a reduced fbur-
dimensional model was used to analyse the dynamic
couplings of the reactor modules in dependence on
diff-erent operating conditions. It is also used for
design, see l lchrnann et al. l9l, where some experi-
rnental results of adaptive control of thc biogas
lower reactor are shown. Although some parameters.
in particular those of the reactor rates, are uncertain,
the reduced model preserves structural properties of
the process since it obeys the mass balance equa-
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t ions. It appears to us that under these circumstances
an aduptive controller is appropriate.
However, adaptive control based on system identi-
f ication cannot be applied. For this reason we apply
an adaptive controller which relies on the structural
properties of the system, such as minimum phase
and relative degree one, and is moreover very simple
in its design, it invokes no internal model and is
applicable to multivariable systems of unknown state
dimension. The adaptation is in the spirit of l lch-
mann and Ryan [0]. It achieves tracking of the pH
values within a pre-specified \-neighbourhood of
the constant reference signals and within a pre-
specified time of 12h. This is important since the
biogas tower reactor is switched off over the week-
end and at the beginning of each week the adaptive
controller has to start up again and to find, due to
changed syslem parameters, its appropriutc g;.rin.
The biogas tower reactor in pilot scale [7] is
shown in Fig. l. Waste water processed fiom a
baker's yeast production contains sulphuric acid and
organic compounds. This waste water is f 'ed into
the biogas tower reactor, where via microorganisns
an anaerobic biochemical conversion of the ()rganic
influent compounds takes place. The total orgunic
carbon is converted into carbon dioxide and meth-
ane. As a byproduct, hydrogen sulphide is produced
which inhibits the activity of the methane-forning
microorganisms. The overall biclchemical reactions
are described in detail by Friedmann and Märkl [61.
The reactor consists of four identical moduies
(see Fig. l). At the top, a settler for ef'fbctive
biomass retention is integrated. For better rnixing
conditions, the waste water stream with flow rate
f,r.,.,, can be split up into four influent streams with
flow rates f.p*r.i, where the ith stream is fed into the
ith module. These inflow rates are the four manipu-
lated variables u,. To avoid gas accumulation in the
upper zones of the reactor, gas-collecting devices
are installed in each module. By these devices, the
gas can be drawn off from the system. For better
l iquid-gas mass transfer, biogas is recirculated into
the bottom of the reactor. To avoid accumulation
of inhibit ing hydrogen sulphide in the l iquid phase,
only methane and carbon dioxide are recirculated.
whereas hydrogen sulphide is removed chemically.
A single reactor module is shown in detail in Fig. 2.
Mixing behuviour: a baffle plate divides each
module into two parts. Since the gas concentratiorrs
at both parts differ, a hydrostatic pressure causes a
fluid circulation along the baffles sirnilar to those
found in airl i ft loop reactors [31. The fluid circu-
lation brings about a well-mixed system within one
module. A part of the gas rises fnrm one rnoclulc
| 1
to the next and causes an exchange rnass l low in
the l iqLrid phase between the two modules that works
in both directions. The volumetric f low rate f.., of
the exchange mass flow is controlled by the biogas
flow rate drawn off 1221.
Bioclternical reactions: the microbacteria convert
the educts of the influent into several products which
are given in the l iquid phase. By l iquid-gas mass
transfer these substances form biogas bubbles.
Tlrc global control ob.jective is to keep the e1{luent
concentrations of the waste water within legal l irnits.
This rneans that the removal rates have to be stabil-
ised. They depend on the non-measurable conceu
trations of weak acids inside the reactor and on
several surrounding conditions given by certain pH
values. temperature etc. It is known that thcrc is u
strong correlation between the concentrations of
weak acids and the pH value [2]. Hence, rernoval
rates are stabil ised indirectly if pH values are con-
stant iu all nrodules.
Cotttrol vnriubles are the pH values in cach rnocl-
ule . They are measurable on-line and are detcrtrinecl
by the concentrations of weak acids. such as ucetic
acid and carbon dioxide. Changes in these educt and
product concentrations are caused by biochenrical
reactions and liquid-gas mass transfer. The pH valuc
in the coupled ith rnodule is also influenced by thc
waste water f low rates which consist of the exchange
flow between neighbouring rnodules, the accurrr,r-
lated inflow rates from the bottom modules. and the
inflow rates fed directly into the module.
Mattipulated variables are the inflow rates 
.f),...,,.'
for  i  =  1, . . . ,4 .  For  the exper iments (see Sect i< ln 5)
we applied the adaptive controller only to three
instead of four modules. The reason is sirnply that
the size of the actual settler was shown to be too
small for sufficient biomass retention. This restric-
tion wil l be avoided in future by reshaping the
settler to an appropriate dimension.
The controller design has to obey the followin-e
reslrictions:
o The main time constants of the process are about
6 h. Time changes concerning the growth of
biomass are even more than one order of magni-
tude higher. Cornpared to these main time con-
stants, the reactor is available for experinrcnt:
only fbr a very short t ime. This l imitation eon-
cerns the kind and number of experiments made.
As the main consequence, well-known mcthods
for system identif ication and adaptive control
based on system identif ication cannot bc applied.
o Since the process knowledge is incomplete, the
process model has uttt ' trtuitt I)ut'dnt(t(r,\ ' . such as
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Fig.  2.  Singlc nodulc t l f  the rcactor
the reaction rate paralneters. Upper bor'rnds of
parameter errors are knorvn but the uncertail l ty
of some parameters covers orders of magnitude'
Control objectites:
l. The pH controller has to start up the reactor
wi th in l2h at  the beginning of  each week in
such a way that pH values reach the pre-specified
operation area. The reasol.l fbr this is that the
reactor input is switched off over the weekend,
which changes pH values considerably'
2. The pH controller has to attenuate the disturb-
ances in order to keep all pH values within a
pre-specified operating region. The controller
itrouio hold a/1 pH values within an interval of
,t0.05 arouncl the setpoints. This interval has
been chosen with respect to the attainable
measurement precision of the pH sensors'
The control objective has to be satisfied under the
following plant tutcertaitüies attd disturbortces:
o Plant parameters change considerably at varying
exchange flow rates between neighbouring mod-
ules and the changing biomass concentration,
which both influence the reaction rates' This leads
to strong perturbtttiotts of the static reinforcement
and the time constants of the plant.
o Stabil isation of the operating points has to be
achieved in the presence of two main kinds of
relevant disturbances. First' daily calibration of
the pH electrodes causes stepwise output disturb-
ances which have to be compensated by the cort-
troller. Furthermore, disturbance signals of
unknown characterislics uch as changing influent
concentrat ions ex ls t .
The tttlrtptit'e t'ontrol!et- introduced in the present
paper to meet the above tlb.iectives consists of a
non-linear state f 'eedback law and a gain adaptation'
Let ft(r) t lenote the tiule-varying gain which is tuned
adaptively by the size of the error signal
e ( t )  =  ( . f r ( / )  -  i l  r . . . . . r ' 1 ( / )  -  t r ' 1 ) ' f
Here l l l) denotes the pH valuc in the ith module
and u ' ;  the set  point .  i=  1," ' ,4 .  The f 'eedback law
is designed in such a way that the strong relative
degree one property of the system (which is crucial
foi the high-gain approach) is preserved after having
closed the loop in the fbllowing sense: if ft(t)e(| is
considere<i as input, then the system is of relative
degree one. The second part of the adaptive control-
lei is chosen so that it exploits the fact that the
larger the gain k(r) is. the smaller the error e(t)
becomes.  However,  ue only want  a gain as large
as necessary to meet the control objectives' There-
fore. we choose the gain udapttttiott
where \ > 0 is prc-specified. Note that k(r) is strictly
increasing as long as the error is outside the closed
\-ball: i f the error enters the \-ball, then it is kept
constant. It wil l be shown that k(/) converges to a
finite l irnit whilst r '(r) approaches the \-ball {e e R"l
l l " l l  < x) as / tends to z.
The paper is organised as lbllows. In Section 2
,  I l t l lerrr l l  -  xr  l leur l l  .  letr t l l  > x trur={ I ' r \ " '  o . ' '  " - ' ' ' "  i i " i , , i i .  ^  ( l )
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we derive and analyse the four-dimensional reduced
model of the biogas tower reactor. In Section 3 the
adaptation mechanism is introduced and convergence
is shown. Some simulations which i l lustrate the
eff'ect of the adaptive regulator when applied to the
model of the reactor are given in Section 4. In
Section 5 we present and discuss our experimental
results of the controller when tested at the real
plant. The paper is f inalised with some conclusions
in Section 6 and the proofs of the main theorems
are given in the Appendix.
2. Process Model
In this scction. we derive a reduced model l iorn the
ref'erence rnodcl given in Pahl and Lunze [20]. The
non-linear process model consists of fbur subsys-
tems, where cach subsystem represents one module
of the reactor (see Fig. 3). This model takes into
account the biochemical reactions investigated by
FrierJrnann and Märkl [6]| and results in the rnixing
bchaviour obtained by Reinhold l22l; it was vali-
clated by experiments; see Pahl and Lunze [20] fbr
details. The ntodel is based on a mass balance o1
compounds in the l iquid and in the gas phase. Since
within a single rnodule the l iquid phase is well
A. Ilclunuttn und M. I\tltl
mixed by the circulation flttw, we assume luntped
parameters. The overall rnodel is t l-ren based on the
mass balance o1 strongly coupled ideally stirred
vessels. Four compounds in the l iquid phase are
considered. For a single module the mass balance
of  these l iqu id phase concentrat ions is  g iven by
j ,  " , , ,  = ;, (c,,,{r)f, , ,1/) - xtrr i , , ;rr)
-r .  
, ( / )
n1 , , . . r . ( t )
Kr-,,(l) - i;,
'  , , ( / )
t t t , ,  
. ,  , ( t )
, ' , . ( l )  -  t /
' l l
where we use the tbllowing notatlon:
V,, l icluid phase volurtte clf each reactor module
C,,,(l) matrix of inflow concentrations (f 'eed con-
centrations and ctlncentrations between
neighbour ing modules)
f,,,(r) vcctor ol-volurnetric inflow rates (f-eed flows
and exchangc flows betwccn neighbouring
nrcldules)
(2 )
y ="(liü''llxEi)
\ lnfluent Rate 4
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Fig.3.  Rcclucct l  nrodcl  lor  pH contro l lcr  t lcs ign l 'nrm thc ovcral l  rnode I of  thc Biogas tower rcaclor
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1,,,.,(t) volumetric inflow rate j
r,.(t) reaction rate of compound *
nt,,..,.(t) l iquid*gas mass transfer rate of compound *
K reaction rate parameter
and x(t) e Ra denotes the vector of the concen-
trations in the l iquid phase. The first sumrnand ol'
the right-hand side of (2) describes the difference
between mass inflows and mass outflows. Note that
in addition to f-eed flows coupling mass flows exist.
As explained in the Introduction, an exchange flow
betweerr neighbouring modules occurs in addition to
thc feed flows into each module. Hence. several
r.nass flows have to be considered for the mass
balance of a single module. All volumetric inflow
rates and all influent concentrations are summarised
in a vector f,,, and a matrix C,,,. Since the l iquid
phase volume is constant, the volurnetric outflow
rate equals the sum of all influent rates fi,.,(t) for
.i = 1,2.3. The right summand contains the source
and sink terns. They depend non-linearly on the
concentrations r r ,. . . ,xa. For instance, fbr the two
inner modules ( i  = 2,3)  we have
where f,., , denotes the exchange flow rate between
module r and the upper module i + l.
The overall model consists of four modules, and
is therefore given by four equations of the form (2)
and some balance equations of the gas phase. The
pH values depend non-linearly on the l iquid phase
concentrations x.
Since the model is of high order and contains
strong non-linearit ies, we were unable to use it
directly fbr the controller design. Hence, a model
of reduced order and complexity is derived from
the overall model and used for the design of the pH
controller. This wil l be described in the rernainder of
th is  sect ion.
The educts and products of the biochemical reac-
tions are rnainly weak acids such as acetic acid,
propionic acid and carbon dioxide. Their concen-
trations influence the pH value, which is defined by
pH :  -  l og , , , {BF1* }
where H* denotcs the l.rvdronium concentration and
l l
B the activity coefhcient, which can be assurned to
be constant in our case.
Although in general the dissociation character-
istics of the aqueous solutions are strongly non-linear'
and there is no one-to-one relationship between thc
respective concentrations, it is shown in Pahl and
Lunze [20] that, within the relevant interval of the
pH value [6.8,7.5] ,  a  l inear  approximat ion descr ibcs
the process sufficiently accurately with respcct to
controller design purposes:
pH(t) = pHo - nt 6 {.t) - rn..r.(r) (3 )
where 7r^F11;. t ltt, ttt l  are constant positive parüttteters
and -r,. .r, denote the acetic acid and the carbon
dioxide concentration. respectively. Changcs in thc
pH value are deterrnined mainly by concetttratiou
changes of these compounds, whereas small concerr-
tration changes occurring in the other compounds
showed only a weak influence on the pH value. We
stress that a much more accurate model could be
given. But in this case the reduction of the model
complexi ty  is  an essent ia l  s tep in  der iv ing a process
model that is suitable for the controller design.
Figure ,1 depicts the pH value depending on the
main cclncentrations cas, c4.11., where the concen-
trations of the other cornpounds, which vary onll '
sl ightly in the re-eion considered, are kept constant.
This is explained and justif ied in Pahl and Lunzc
[20]. It can be seen that the quality of a l inear
approximation is sufficient in the relevant opcratiolt
r ange  pH  e  16 .8 . . . . , 7 .51 .  and  - r ,  e  [ 0 . . . . . 0 .2 ]
lmole/ l l ,  , t1  e [0, . . . ,0 .3]  [mole i l ] .
Now the reduced model is derived by combinin-e
(2)  and (3)  as fo l lows.  Consider ing (3)  in  the mass
balances for.r, and.r". yields, for instance for l = 2. 3
-uZ 0.3 0.2 "AC
F ig . , l .  Non  l i n ca r  dependcncc  o l ' p l J  va l uc  on  r ' r , . anc l  r ' , , ,
the rc- lcVant conccntrat ion intervals.
(c1i. , . , t .r  , tr , ;  r  , tr . ;
I
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r : '  t  \ : ' '
|  
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d pH,(t)'  
ar t  
t  = m, i , . , ( t )  + nt ,  i . . , ( t )
I
-  l f  
. , t . iQtH,, . , , , . ,  -  pH,\
v r  u " '
* f.,., t(PH,,r - PHi)
*.f".,.i(pHi*r - pH,)l
+ r , t . i (nr1K -  nt , )  - ' ! i  nr , , - , . . ,
v l l
where the pH value of the inflow is calculated by
pHp,.d.i = pHg * l1'11 Xp*t.t * tl"b .\1cttr.t
The sum of source and sink terms
r; ( t )  := r , , . ,  (n t .K -  nt i )  - ' "1  nr , , . , . . ,  (4)
' l l
can be interpreted as a fictit ious reaction rate which
summarises pH changes caused by the biochemical
reactions and the l iquid-gas mass transf'er of carbon
dioxide. It can easily be shown that these rates
satisf 'v the crude affine l inear bound
0  <  r , ( l )  (  p , *  p , p H , ( t ) ,  i = 1 , . . . , 1 (s)
Ibr sorne positive po, pr € R, as long as the pH
value is in the relevant region. In matrix notation
we derive the following non-linear state space model
y(r) = Ay(t) + r(y(r)) - G(y(O) u(t) (6)
where
y(r) = ( r ', (r),r.r(r),,r ' ,,(r),,r..,(r))7'
= QtH,(t),1tH zft),1tH.61,r11*(r))7' e Ra
) ' r  - .r ' r . , ,r  0
G r y r = 1  -
)'r.*r ) O (9)
represents the effect of the inflows on the upper
modules.
From a mathematical point of view, we observe
the following properties of the model (6):
o For any init ial condition y(0) = y. € R] and any
locally integrable u(') : [0, -) - Ra, there exists
a unique solut ion y( . )  :  R*-  R1 of  (6)  as long
as y(l) remains in R].
o The non- l inear  systern (6)  is  of  s t rong re lat ive
degree one [4] as long as r',(r) # )'1,.,t for all
I  =  1, . . . ,4 .  ln  Theorem 3. l  we wi l l  prove that  th is
holds true for the init ial conditions and setpoints
relevant in this process.
o  The  ma t r i x  A  i s  s i ngu la r  s i nce  A  (  I , . . . . 1  ) t  =  0 .
Since rk A = 3, the spectrurn of A consists of 0
and some eigenvalues unequal 0. By Gershgorin's
circle criterion we might easily conclude that all
other eigenvalues are lying in the open leli half
complex plane; in fact they are negative since A
is symmetric.
Hcnce .  i l ' t he  r cüc t i on  ra t cs  a rc  ze ro ,  i . e .
r(.) = 0, and if u(.) = 0, then for every init ial
condition y. € Ra the solution of (6) tends tcr
the steady state of this compartimental model
c . ( 1 , . . . , 1 ) 7 ,  f o r  s o m e  c  e  I R .  l f  r ( . )  *  0  a n d
u(') = 0, then by (5) the system becomes unstable.
This is  a lso in tu i t i r  e ly  c lear :  i f  the input  is
switched off or is relatively small compared to
r(.), then the pH values wil l increase unti l all
concentrations of weak acids are zero.
o If (6) is in equil ibrium, i.e. for some
y = Cv, , . . . ,1 f ) r  and u = ( r r r , .  . , i l r ) '  .  Ra we have
0 = Ay + r(t) - G(t)ü. and if 0 (,r7...,, (
t ,< . . .  < U,  then i t  is  s t ra ight forward to sho\ \ '
that u e R1.
We stress that the model (6) is very simple com-
pared to the reference model by Pahl and Lunze
[20]. Process information is lost due to the accumu-
lation of several reaction rates into r(y). Thus, the
model cannot be used for prediction purposes. How-
ever, it obeys the mass balance Eq. ( I ) and hence
exhibits the essential structural properties. This wil l
be important fbr the design of the adaptive controllcr
in  the fo l lowing sect ion.
0
U
denote the state respective output signals,
u(t) = (rr, (r), u.(t),u.(r),u oQ))r
l
= u $ r " ",t (t ) J-r " " u..Q),f r ",',,. r( t) J). ",,.0G))'
v f i
are the influent rates, i.e. the input signals.
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wi th a,  =.L. , . ,  )  0 ,  i  =  1, . . . ,3 ,  s tands for  the exchange
rates between the neighbouring modules,
r (y)  = ( r r ( ) ' r ) , . . . , / ' * ( . ) ,o))7 '  (8)
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3. Adaptive Controller
In this section, we wil l present the adaptive regulator
which achieves, when applied to (6), tracking of the
ref-erence signals within a pre-specified \-neighbour-
hood whilst preserving boundedness of the remain-
ing variables.
3.1. The High-Gain Approach to Adaptive
Control
The concept of high--eain stabil isation without identi-
f ication was init iated by Willems and Byrnes [24]
and Morse [8]. From then on, it became a rapidly
growing field ol ' interest lbr rnany diff 'erent system
classes; see l lchrnann [7] for a bibliography. The
idea of incorporating a 'dead-zone' in the adaptation
was first used by Miller and Davison [9] and the
X-tracking concept as used in the present paper is
sirnilar to that in l lchntann and Ryan [0] and to
Al lgöwer et  a l .  [1 .
To provide the reader with an intuit ion of this
concept ,  we cousider  the s implest  example we can
think of. Although the actual model, to which the
adaptive re-{ulator is applied, is norr-l inear, we wil l
f irst study the eff-ect of the adaptive controller on a
linear first-order system of t l 're fbrrl
\ " ( / ) = r r r ' ( r ) + g & ( 1 ) ,  r ' ( 0 ) = . r i r  ( 1 0 )
fbr unknown 
.ri), a € R, g > 0. Consider the time-
varying proportional error feedback
e ( l ) = 1 ' 1 1 ;  -  ) ' , , . r ,  u ( . t 1 = - 1 1 , 1 n r , ,  ( l l )
where 
.1',.., e R denotes the setpoint to be tracked
and the monotonically non-decreasing function ft( ')
: [0, r; * [0, r) is determined by the gain adap-
ta t i on  ( l )  w i t h  \  =  l .
I f  (11)  is  appl ied to (10)  ( for  s impl ic i ty  we may
assume that f inite escape time of the nonlinear
c losed- loop system (10)-( l  l )  does not  occur) ,  then
the closed-loop system may be rewritten as (l) plus
t(t) =[a - Ä(/)g] e(t) + u r'.r '  a(0) = ?, = J'. -.\,,., and
an application of the variation-of-constants formula
together with the monotonicity of / '+ fr(t) leads, for
all r > /,, and sulficiently large 4) > 0, to
lc( r ) l  =  ?1, ,  ar1() ) r l r ,  , , , 1 t , (  I r , ) l  *  .  ' t t t ; , , ' l  ,^ ,  (12)
-  l ( /  -  / ( ( /oJ,q l
Supposc, f irr a moment, that k(t) tends to .c as t
tends to z .  Then (  I2 l  y ic lds le{  r t l  -  0  as I  -  cc.
Therelbre. there exists some /' ) 0, such that
lr:(r)l < tr. 1br all / > t,. However, this contradicts
our assumpti0n of unbor-rndcdness of ft( ') and hencc
l l . l
( l )  impl ies boundedness o1 '  k( ' ) .  Roughly speaking,
the gain increases as lor-rg as 
.r(t) is outside the
interval [_],..7 - tr,-1',.., + \1. If the gain is sufficiently
large, then lc(l)l tends towards [0, \1.
A remarkable property of the gain adaptation (l)
is that it tolerates output which is corrupted by
additive noise. If an upper bound for the noise is
known in advance and }. > 0 is chosen larger than
this bound, then the error e(t) := l '(t) + n(r) - r ' ,..r;
where rr(.) denotes tl-re noise-signal, is forced into
the \-strip. This property is due to the 'dead-zone'
incorporated in the gain adaptation.
3.2. Adaptive Controller
We wi l l  prove that  the same idea as in  Sect ion 3.1,
i.e. high-gain to produce a stable output of the
closed-loop system and converging gain if the error
is sufficiently small, also works for our non-linear,
multivariable model (6) of the biogas tower reactor.
However, the application of the \-tracking concept
is not directly possible. This is due to the non-
negligible non-linear couplings of the modules.
However, we wil l introduce a f 'eedback which
decouples this structure whilst preserving the struc-
tural properties of strong relative degree one and
minimurn phase.
The control objective is to \-track a constant
reference signal
Yn,1 = (w1, . . - , t1 '+)7 wi th ) ) . , , /  <  wr (  . . .  (  t t 'a
\-Tracking means that we want the output r',(r)
to reach asymptotically a tr-neighbourhood of the
reference signal r.r,,. More precisely. we want
e( / )  = ( . ) , r ( / )  -  11 ' r , . . . . ) ' r ( l )  -  r r '1  ) r  = y( t \  -  y , . . /
ro approach the \-ball {e e R'l l l" l l  < rt as / tends
to cc. This wil l be achieved as follows.
The rcn-linear odnptive feedback is defined by
u ( t ;  = ;  *  n , t ,  ( 1 3 )
where the components of  v( r )  = 1r ' , ( r ) , . . . ,v . r ( I ) ) r  are
given by
k( t\
r ' 1 ( l ) :  =  ( . \ ' r ( 1 )  -  r 1 ' r  )
l  r ( I )  - . t , , , , ,
fr(r)
r ' , ( t ) : =  ( r ' 1 ( l ) - r r ' 1 )
r ' - ( / )  - . \ ) , , , ,
_  
\ ' , ( / )  -  
. r ' r ( r ) . . , . ,
\ ' , ( 1 ) -  ) , , . , , , u " "
k( t\
r ' , ( / ) :  =  ( . r ' , ( / ) - r r ' . )
. \ ' r ( I )  \ ' i , , , ,
f t ( / )  are g iven.  The \ - t racker  ( l ) , (13)  appl ied to any
r'1(r): = 
. .. 
(.r+(1) - w*) sysrem (6) with init ial conditions y(0) = yo, ,t(0) = ku,1 ' 1 ( I )  - - \ ) , , , i
-t(1) -1.,!{l [rr,(r) + u.(t) + u.(t)f fflx:l 
closed-loop svstem which admits a unique
)'a(r) - '))i' 'r 
o(')'k(')) : [0' ""; - R1 x [0' -)
ü e R+ may be arbitrary, but a sensible choice
woulld be an approximation of the component of and satisfies
.  
. ' ' ,1 ,1  - . \ ' : ( t )  1 r r , ( r )  +  r / r (1 ) l
_\'r( r l  -  .1),, ,r
an equi l ibr iurn point  (y ,  ü) ,  i .e .
A y + r ( y ) + G ( y ) u = 0  ( 1 4 )
We stress that the r/i-ternts in the t,rs are chosen in
such a way that ,  i i  (13)  is  appl ied to (6) ,  then
k(t)e,(t) does only ir.rf luence ä,(r) directly. In fact,
we wil l see in the Appendix (see (22)) that the
closed-loop system rnay be r.vritten as
ö{r) :  4"1r'  + f(e(r)) - A(r)e(r)
where f is some afl ine l inearly bounded function.
The grrirr udopltrt iort is given, for pre-specified
L > 0.  by ( l ) .  The design parameters k(0)=1, ,  > '  9
and 1 > 0 influence the dynarnics and size of the
gain. The gain is strictly increasing as long as the
error is outside the closed \-ball: i f the error enters
the tr '-ball. then it is kept constant.
3.3. The tr-Tracker
Our main result is convergence of the simple
adapt ive st rategy ( l ) , (13)  i f  appl ied to the model
(6). Certainly, it has to be shown that the feedback
(13)  is  wel l  def ined,  i .e .  r ' r ( t )  )  ) ' t " . , t  fbr  a l l  r> 0,
i _  |  A
I  -  t . . . . . 4 .
We suppose that the init ial values for the pH
values within the modules are strictly increasing
from the lower to the upper modules. This is always
the case since the sum of gas compounds solved in
the l iquid phase of the biogas tower reactor influ-
ences the pH value in dependence of the hydrostatic
pressure. Products such as carbon dioxide are the
more soluble the higher the hydrostatic pressure.
We also suppose that the ref-erence signals, which
the pH values should converge to (within a
neighbourhood), are ordered in size.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose
)'r,,,,t, ^1, }. > 0, ko := 0, lr e R1
yo = ( .v( ! , . . . , ) ' i l )  wi th ) 'p . . tZ- l ' ,1  < . ' .  <  - -v f i
and
A. Ilclunurttr und M. Pultl
Y , "1  =  ( l r 1 , . . . , 11a )  w i t h  ) ' t . " , !  I  w '  I  . . .  (  wa
(  l 5 )
l .  
. y { t )  } : - t . " , t  f o r  a l l  I  >  0  and  l=  1 , . . . , 4 ,  i . e .  ( 13 )
is well defined;
,  
l r :  
k l r '1=1r .  e R exis ts :
3. l lyfrl - y,.., l l  approaches [0. tr.] as t tends to cc.
Proof. See Appendix. n
Remark 3.2. In Theorem 3.1 we prove that fbr the
adaptive feedback controller r '(r) remains larger than
t-l"",r, i.e. .) ' I/) > ,r1....7 for i = 1,. -.,4, provided the
components of the init ial condition ,l(0) satisfy this
condition. Moreover, it also holds true that the
ordering !/,,",r 1.\',1 < ... < r'fr is preserved for the
components r';(t), provided the non-linearit ies r;(v;),
see (5), are sufficiently srr-rall in terms of y,-r;..,.., and
A. We prove
) ' r . . . , ,  1 . \ ' r ( l )  < ' . -  < . \ ' ' (1)  fbr  a l l  /  >  0
(  l 6 )
i f  r ( . )=0.  I t  is  then easy to conclude that  (16)
remains val id  i f  r ( . )  is  smal l .
For equil ibrium (14) it is obvious from (23), note
f t  = 0,  that  i ,>  O for  i  =  1, . . . ,1 .  Apply ing (23)  once
more, we obtain
d
,  
( - \  r ( I )  -  ) r ( / ) )  =  -  d r l \ ' l ( I )  -  ) ' : ( l ) ]
u l
- (,r ' ,(0 - ) 'p"a)ur + (yr(0 - ),p*tluz
- ft(t)[1',(t) - ]rr - y.(r) + w,.l (17)
I f  (16)  is  fä lse for  the f i rs t  t ime at  t=t ' ,  and we
have 
_-v ' ( r ' )  =.yz( l ' ) ,  then (17)  y ie lds
d
,  ( t ' r ( r )  - . ) : ( I ) )1,=, ,  = -  r l i [ ] i ( / ' )  - .v : ( r ' ) ld t "
-  ( .v . ( t ' )  -  ! r " " ) lü t  + i . l  -  k( t ) Iwt  -  wr l  < 0
This contradicts ,r,r(l ') -,r2(t ') = 6. To prove the
remaining inequalit ies in (16) proceed in a similar
manner, this is omitted for brevity. Note that (16)
is not crucial for the application of the \-tracker
( l ) , (13) ,  i t  is  only  an addi t ional  in fbrmat ion.
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3.4. I-Tracking Within Pre-specified Time
In Theorem 3.1 we have guaranteed that the error
approaches the \-ball asymptotically; nothing is said
about the length of t ime it wil l take. By a simple
modification of the gain adaptation (l) we can
ensure that the error wil l enter the \-ball within a
pre-specified time f.
Consider, for pre-specified 1,,12,\,?' > 0 and
k , , >  0
t,ft(r) = 1,, + Tr I d^(e(s))lle(s)llds
J o
-  l l e r r  r l l '
l -  "  r e [ 0 . r x . 1
+ 1 . 1 7 - t  ( 1 8 )
I  k * ,  t = t ' *
where
'  1le(rx 111:Ä ' + ' =
T - t *
No te  t ha t  (18 )  i s  equ i va len t  o  (1 )  i f  f : =0 .  The
intuit ion behind this gain adaptation is as follows:
if t approaches 7n' then the third term on the right-
hand side of (18) becomes very large, as long as
lle(t)l l  is not very close to zero. Thus, the high gain
fbrces the error to tend to zero unti l i t hits l},, then
the error is within the L-ball and from then on the
adaption is not different from the previous one
i n  ( 1 ) .
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem
3.1 and ] r , f : , f  >  0.  I f  the t r - t racker  (13) ,  (18)  is
applied to any system (6), then the closed-loop
system possesses a unique solution
(Y(  ) ' , t ( ' ) )  :  [0 ,  r ]  *  R1x [0 ,  - )
and satisfies
l .  y l l )  )  ) ' k " ,  f o r  a l l  t > 0 ,  i = 1 , . . . , 4 ,  i . e .  ( 1 3 )  i s
well defined;
,  
l y  
k ( t \ = k , .  e  R  e x i s l . s :
3. there exists some rx e [0,?-) such that l le(l 'r;] l  :
i l :
 
 
lly(| - y,.,ll approaches [0, tr'] as I tends to r.
| ] 5
Remark 3.4.
l. Robustne ss of the adaptive controllers ( I ),( l3)
and ( l8) holds with respect to the following
perturbation and disturbance by the time-varying
non-linearity E : R* x Ra so that the affine l in,
ear bound
l lAy + r1y) + Str. y)l l  = cr, + cr. l lyl l
f o r a l l  y € R * ,  / e l R *
sti l l  holds firr sorre unknown constants cr,,o. ) 0.
For insl.ance, the rnatrix A may bc perturbed by
a ti lre-varying rnatrix A(r), or we have unmod-
elled non-linearit ies or the exchange flow rates
may change during the operation. The proof of
this is straightforward and ornitted fbr brevity.
Robustness against changing exchange flow rates
is of practical importance because the exchange
flow rates may be changed during the opelation
so as to control the distribution of the bionrass.
As ment ioned in Sect ion 3.1,  the adapt ivc con-
troller can cope u'ith output-corrl lpted noise. This
is due to the dead-zone incorporated in the gain
adaptation.
The right-hand side of (6) might also be nrocl'
elled by some retarded or integrodifferential sys-
tem as considered in l lchmann and Logemann
[U]. The proof that these perturbations can be
considered for our particular application is also
omit ted lor  brev i ty .
We are also convinced that the results renrain
valid in the presence of model mismatch, such
as fast actuator dynamics (provided the parasitic
poles are sufficiently large), respectively if there
are sorne unmodelled high-frequency parasitics
which are fast enough.
2. Inpttt construirtts were implernented in the sinrul-
ations and the adaptive controllers worked fine
as long as the constraints were not too ti-eht (see
Section 4). More importantly, the real application
was installed with input constraints and worked
successfully fbr two months (see Section 5).
However, we were unable to prove these results
theoretically but we are hopeful that this wil l be
possible. In an application of a similar control
concept to anaerobic fermentation processes
(which does not have the strong non-linear coup-
ling as in (6)) we give bounds fbr the inpr.rt
constraints so that the controller achieves \-track-
i ng ,  see  I l chmann  and  We i r i g  l l 2 l .
.  l r l le l l  -  r r .  l l " l l  =  rd ^ ( e )  : = 1  
o .  l l * l l  < r '
r , , '  := ,ni ,r{r  e 1o.nl l f i , l l t  = ]  x] .
t t + j
Proof. See Appendix
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4. Simulations
The application of the adaptive regulators (l),(13)
and (18),(13) to (6) was simulated for representative
plant parameter sets and controller design para-
meters. In all simulations the given objectives were
met as stated in Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 with reason-
ably good transient performance as shown below.
As a typical example we choose the following
system parameters for (6), for i = l,--.,4:
d ;  =  Q .1U?- ' l  ,  p r r  =  l 0 -3U1- r l  ,
Pt r ;  = 0.3 '  l0-3[ f t - r ] ,  ) ' .1 . " ,1 = 4.5 (  l 9 )
where ps, and p,, are the reaction rate parameters
according to (4). On the time interval [0, 1.8], the
input of the system is a constant u(') = ü and the
system is  in  s teady state.  At  t= 1.8[h i ,  we wi l l
apply our control mechanisms to track two ref-erence
signals of different amplitude (Simulation I and
Simulation 2). The effect of input constraints wil l
also be demonstrated. Note that the init ial t irne is
l -  1 .8 [h ]  and  no t  t=0  as  i n  Theo rem 3 . l .
Simulation 1. Set
l lI  u( r )  -  '  ü  .= (0.05,  0.025,  0.02-5,  0.01)?
U, , , , , ,  U ,u , , ,
f o r  a l l  I  e  [ 0 .  1 . 8 1 . r , , , , , ,  =  0 . 0 8 4 1 h  r l
In Fig. 5 it is shown that the system is at rest ot.t
this interval with
A. l lL' lttrtutrrt tttul l l , l . I ' t t l t l
y( r )  =  y  =  (1 .3 ,1  .35 ,7  .4 ,7  .45) l
for all r e [0, 1.8]
At r = 1.8[h] switch on the adaptive regulator
( I ),( l3) with design parameters
'y  =  1 .4 [h - ' ] ,  ] '  =  0 .05  '  f t ( I .8 )  =  0
u '= (0.05, 0.025, 0.025, 0.01)r (20)
to track the reference signal
y , , ,  ' . =  ( 1 . 1 .  7 . 1 5 .  1  . 2 . 1  . 2 5 \ l
The transient behaviour is shown in Fig. -5. The
nornr of the error signals reaches the desired toler-
ance band in less than 3 h and stays u ithin this
band afterwards.
The gain settles at approximately 1 l. Note that
there is no overshoot for y(r) and oscil lation docs
not occur. These simulations have a practical back-
ground. The biogas tower reactor might have been
shut down for several days, e.g. over the rveekend
when yeast production rests. During this time pH
values increase and the control objective is t low to
steer them down to some appropriate opereting lev-
els fbr high biogas production.
Simulation 2. A similar sirnulaticln rts ir l
S imulat ion 1 is  shown in F ig.  6,  where thc only
clillerence is that the given ref'erence sigr.ral is l-urlher
away fiom y, namely
] , , ,  : =  (6 .9 .  6 .94 .  6 .96 .  6 .98 t r
u(t)/u,*
0.5
0,4
0.3
o,2
0 .1
0.0
k(t)
1 1
7
4
0
lle(t)tl
0.4
0,3
o,2
0 .1
0.0
o 2 4 6 
,,.t"lnl 
o 2 't 6 
tittttt'l
F ig .5 .  Adapt ive  rcgu la to r  ( l ) . (13)  w i th  des iun  paranrc te rs  (20)  app l ied  to  (6 )  w i th  sys tems pafanrc te rs  (19)
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u(t)/u
2.0
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Fig.6.  Adapt ivc regulr tor  ( l ) . (13) (u i th ancl  wi thout  input  constra ints)  wi th parameters 120) appl icd to (6)  wi th pararneters (19).
Rcfcrcncc step which causcs satLrr i l l ion o1'  contrc l l  s ignals.
Qualitatively we obtain thc same result. An interest-
ing difference occurs if the input signals are sub-
jected to thc fo l lowing.  süturüt ions:
u, ( t )  e [0 ,  u , , , . , , ]  fb r  i=  1 , . . . ,4
and &,, , , , ,  = 0.08r1[h l l (21)
In the case of input saturation (21), the time unti l
the norm of the error reaches the tolerance band is
longer. Consequently, also the gain settles down at
a higher value since the error l le(l)l l  remains outside
the \-strip for a longer time. Note that in all three
simulations the control objectives are met without
any oscil lations, which was also typical for all other
simulations made. We would also l ike to stress that
the term 'high-gain' might be misleading. Although
theoretically our approach is high-gain, in practice
the terminal gain is only slightly larger than neces-
sary for achieving the given control objectives.
5. Experiments
In this section, experinental results are given which
show that  the contro l ler  ( l ) , (13)  and i ts  modi f ied
version (18) worked successfully ir-r the biogas tower
reactor. Although the model was derived and ana-
lysed for four modules, the controller was tested
only at three modules. The reason is simply that
the size of the actl lal settler was shown to be too
small for sufficient biomass retention and rnodule
four u,as also taken as a settler. This restriction will
be avoided in the future by reshaping the settler to
appropriate dimensions. It is easy to see that our
previous analysis holds true also in the general case
of i modules, where l > 2. The control law was
implemented on the process control system by a
discrete integration algorithrn where a sampling time
of 6 min was used. Note that although not theoreti-
cally proved for the present non-linear application,
we proved in l lchmann and Townley tl l l  that \-
tracking of l inear systems is feasible if the output
sampling period is chosen sufficiently smal1.
The controller (1),(13) was tested with the para-
meters (20) but ü = (0, 0, 0)r and ref'erence signal
y ,.r := (6.9, 6.97 5, 1 .01rr
where waste water was not fed into the fourth
module and consequently we only have three refer-
ence signals. Note that the control loop contains the
saturation of control signals because the control
range of the valves used for feeding the waste water
into the reactor is bounded. We put
u,( t )  L  10,  &, , , , , ,1  l 'or  1, , , , , ,  =  0.084[h l l
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. The
command tracking is reached without any oscil-
lation. The desired pH tolerance band is entered
a f te r  24h .  The  ga in  i s  abou t  57 [h r ]  a t  / =75 [h ]
(with respect to a dimensionless input signal in
Fig. -5), which is not too large. The stepwise disturb-
€lbration steps
A. llcltnrunrt und M. I)ultl
sohm lm t* 
ti,,,a
F ig .7 .  Expc r i n r cn ta l  r c su l t s :  adap t i ve  r cgu la t i on  o l - t he  pH  va lucs  r i i t h  con t ro l l e r  ( l ) . ( 13 ) .
ances are caused b)' th. calibration of the sensors
at  t  = 70[h] .
In the second experiment the modified controller
(  l ) , (  l8)  wi th parameters
f  ,  =  I . 4 i l i - ' l . J : = 7 1 4 0 [ - ]  ,  T = 1 2 [ h ] '
\ = 0 . 0 5 . Ä ( 0 ) : 0
is used. The results are depicted in Fig. 8. Note that
the reactor was shut down over the weekend, which
means that the influent rates were set almost to
zero. similar to the l irst experiment. As shown in
Fig. t3 the controller is started at pH values which
are at the upper level of the possible range. Afier
less than 6 h the pH values are inside the tolerance
band. The pH value of r.r 'rodule 3 leaves the tolerance
band because of thc saturation of the influent rate
3. The setpoint of pH.,, which is chosen too large
for this experiment. cannot be realised within the
possible range ol' input f low rates. For such a situ-
ation we implernented the strategy to switch off the
gain adaptation as long as the input hits the input
constraints; here rrr(l) does it at t = 52[h], see Fig. 8.
The other pH valLres reach the tolerance band and
then remain inside it. The gain settles also below
60[h r ]  a t  t=52[h]  (wi th respect  o a d imensionless
input signal in Fig. 5), which is not too large. With
the modified controller start-up is also pertormed
without any oscil lations.
From a practical point of view, it is sensible to
reset the gain whenever the control engineer ls sure
that an increase ol' the gain was due to the reaction
to unusual disturbances which have vanished.
6. Conclusions
We have designed a sinple adaptive regulator for
a four-dimensit ' lnal trttn-l inear model of a biogas
tower reactor. A re actor of this type has been
developed at the Departmcnt of Bioprocess and
Biochemical Engirteering at the Technical University
of Hamburg Harbr-rrg. A pilot reactor of almost full
scale (20 rn high. I m in diameter) located at the
Deutsche Hef'er.r 'erke (DHW) in Hamburg was used
lor testing the controller. The regr"rlator is not based
on any idcntif icution ntechanism but on a simple
high-gain principle. lt is proved that it achieves
setpoint tracking rvithin tolerance bands of pre-speci-
fied bounds. If tracking is required within a given
tirne, it is proved that this can be achieved with a
minor modification of the gain adaptation. The regu-
lator is very sirlple in its design and robust with
respect to paranleter uncertainties. We have shown
in simulations that the controller works well if
applied to the model, the command tracking shows
no overshoots and the gain does not become much
larger than is necessary for tracking. Most
importantly, the adaptive regulator has been success-
fully applied to the real biogas tower reactor for
two months. In practice, the adaptation mechanisn-t
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Fig.8.  Expcr i r r renral  rcsul ts:  srar t  up wi th thc mot l i l icd contro l lcr  ( l ) . (  l l l )  a{ ier  thc reactor  $as shut  down lbr  scvcral  days
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was irnplenrerrted with input saturation and the
experirnents were convincing. However, we could
not prove mathematically that tracking can be achi-
eved subject to input saturations. Another practically
relevant, but theoretically not yet investigated, modi-
fication is gain resetment. Each experiment has been
performed over a period of one week. The gain
adaption was applied over this period and at each
start-up (at the beginning of the week) the gain was
reset. For longer operation periods, a reset should
be done automatically if the gain reaches an upper
bound due to strong disturbances.
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Appendix
Prctof of Tlteorem 3./. With the notation
e(r) := y(t) - Y,r,
l t l le l l  -  r r .  l le l l  >  \d r ( e )  : =  1I  o .  l l * l l  <  r '
ü , =
ü ,
Ua
1 3 0
the c losed- loop system (6) , (13) , (1)  may be wr i t ten as
ö 1 r ;  =  -  ( k ( t ) l o  - A  +  Ü l  e t r )
+ (A - Ü)y..,
+ r(e(r) + y,.)
+ y , " .uUt l , . . . , l ) t ,  e(0)  = y(0)  -  Y, , . . r
ft(r) = 1d^(e(r)) lle(t)ll , k(0) = 1u
(.22)
By the classical theory of ordinary difTerential equa-
tions, (22) possesses a unique solution
(e( ),k( )) ; [0, | * Ps
maximally extended over [0,i] for some i e (0, r].
We now proceed in several steps.
a. To prove l. on [0,i), f irst rewrite (6),(13) in y-
coordinates as follows (for brevity we omit the
argument /)
, jtr = ar(-) 'z - -) 'r)
+ r r0, )  -  0 '  -  !p"a)ür  -  k( .1 '1 -  n ' l )
)z = ar(,_yr - ):) + az(): - -rz)
+ r:0,2) - 0r - !t.,,)üz - k(r', - w,)
,!.r = d:(Jz - )':) + arCy+ - -y:)
+ r:(,r':) - (y. - !.p",)ü: - ft(-r'i - w3)
. j , .=n3(1, .1 __r .a)
+ r+0+) - 0o - !.p*)üt - ft(r'a - w.)
(23)
By assumpt ion (15) ,  the in i t ia l  va lues ,yr (0) , . . . , ) '1(0)
are greater than ip*t.Seeking a contradiction to 1.,
suppose there exist some /' € (0,i) such that
)'irr(t') = !p",t and y,(t') 2 Y.1"nt
f o r  a l l  i  e  {1 ,2 ,3 ,4 } \ { t 0 }
I f  l , ,=  l ,  then by (23)  we have
) , ( r ' )  = aJy2Q')  -  Jr""d)  + r , ( -y , ( r ' ) )
- k(t')(1,.1r.",1 - wt)
whence, by (5) and ( l5), we may conclude
!,(t ') > 0. This contradicts the assumption
) , ( / ' )  = t -p.a.  The proof  for  io=2,3,4 is  analogous
and omitted for brevity. This proves the statement
l .  fbr  a l l  r  e  [0,  i ) .
b. We shall prove that k(.) is bounded on [0, r).
Differentiation of the Lyapunov-like candidate
I
V(e)  := 
2d^(e) '
A. Ilt'hmunn und M. Pttltl
along (22) yields, for all t e [0, i)
d 2
dr v(e(/)) = dr(e0)) lb(r) l l  (e(/).e(t))
= -d^(e(r)) 1,, ^, ("fri, ft(r)e(r))l le( r ) l l
+ d^(e(r)) ,j^,
l le(  r ) l l
(e(,). (A - tnletr) + v,,. ,1
+ r (e( r )  +  y , , , / )  + ) ' , " *11 . (  |  , . . . ,1)?)
By assumption on r(.) there exists some M ) 0, so
that fbr all r e [0, i),
d 2
I  v (e t r ) )  <  - -  k ( r \ ' yd r te { r1 t  11611v |1dt "y
+ Md*(e(t)) tt + lletr)ll)
L
I  z  M ( t + \ ) l  .
= l -  k(r)  + -- .  I  k( / )
L ]  ^ J  I
and hence, by integration and the substitution of
P = k(r),
0 s V ( e ( t ) ) < V ( e ( 0 ) )
r , l  2
* J,,L- t o'"'
M ( t + \ ) . l , .  ,
* .  lklr ldrl'1 I
f r r r r f  2  M ( l + \ l l
= y(e(o)) * J*,r,l- ^1, l, * \1 lou
= V(e(O)) - ft(/), 
- ft(0)'  
(i . ')trrott
f
M(l  +  \ )
+  -  ' ,  t k t r )  -  k (0 ) )
^T
(24)
(.2s)
If l im,-; k(t)=n, then the right-hand side of (25)
tends to -oo as / tends to I hence contradicting
boundedness from below. This contradiction proves
boundedness of k(.) on [0, i).
c. Boundedness of k(.) on [0, i) yields, by (25),
boundedness of e(.) on [0, f. Hence, there does not
exist a finite escape time, i.e. i= cc, and therefore
l. and 2. are established.
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d. By Q$ and boundedness of e(.) and k(.) on
[0, -], there exists some M, ) 0 such that, fbr all
r > 0
d
, .  V(e( t ) )  '<  MIQ)O T
The derivative of the sign-indefinite Lyapunov func-
tion
W(e,k) := V(e) - (M, + l)k
along (22) satisfies, for all I > 0
d d
,  
W(e( / ) .k( / ) )  = Y(e(r ) )
or cl/
- (Mt + l)/<1r; '  -11t; Q6)
Since e(.) and ft(.) are bounded, we may apply
LaSalle's invariance principle [l5] and conclude
from (26) that (3) holds true. This compleres the
proof. f]
Proof of Theorem J.J. The closed-loop system
(6),(13),(18) may be written as, for all r e [0, I
A
u -
,. 
e(r) = - (k(rllo - A + U) e(/) + (A - U) y,rr
ot
+  r ( e ( / )  + y , , . r l  + . v u , , , Ü t  1 . . . . . 1 ) t
l(r) = 1,r/^(e(r)) Ile(r)ll
r ,  (e(/) .e(/)) ,  l ierrr l l :  ,
+ ^ v ' { -  T - t  * i i " ' '  r e [ o '   r x )
, . I
'  0 ,  t : - t *  ( . 2 7 )
with init ial conditions e(0) = y(0) - y^1 k(0) = ft,.
It is straightforward to check that the right-hand
side of (21) is continuous and locally Lipschitz in
(e,ft) for fixed r € [0, ?"), and locally integrable on
/ e [0, ?") for fixed (e,k). Hence, see for example,
Sontag [23], there exists a unique solution (e( ),fr(.))
:  [ 0 ,0 * lR5  max ima l l y  ex tended  ove r  t } ,D ,7< f .
Note that 1- k(t) is no longer monotone as in
Theorem 3. l.
We first show that 1* 17. Differentiation of the
Lyapunov-like candidate
IlV(e.t := 11"11:
l
along the solution component of (27) and using (5)
yields, for some M > O and all r e [0, I
Ju
atw(e(t)) = (e(r),e(r)) = - lk(r) - ll4l lle(r)ll,
+ M +,v l le(0l l
- - [ f t ( r ) - M - l ] l l e ( r ) l [
+ M + M )  ( 2 8 )
with the notation it,)= 1111 - M - | and fI = M +
t 3 l
M2, an application o1 Lemma 3.2.4 in loannou and
Sun [3]  to  (28)  y ie lds
Me( / ) )  '  e - [ , , ^ ' ' u ' '  W(e (O) )'  
l "
f' ,'
+ | e I k("t.t, ll4 dt (.29)
J  t '  J '
I f  k( ) is unbounded on [0, i) ,  then (29) yields
e(/) - 0 as / - t-, and therefore either t* < | or k(.)
is bounded on [0, 0. l f  the latter holds true, ir
fol lows from (27) that e(.) is bounded, which conrra-
dicts that f ini te escape t ime occurs at i .  This pro-
uss 1x ( i.
The remainder of the proof fbllows fiom
Theorem 3. I  since for r z r* the gain adaptation ( I  )
and (18) coincide. This cornpletes the proof. r l
Nomenclature
ir,.t) Euclidean scalar product lbr ,r,.r' e R"
a exchange flow rate
B activi ty coeff icient
1 design parameter of the control ler
\ size of the tolerance band
c concentrat ion of cornpound in l iquid phase
/ volumetric l iquid f low
H'  hydron iunr  concent ra t ion
i  modu le  nunrber
K reaction weighting (without indcx)
n1 mass florv
pH pH value
r fictitious reaction rate
R set of real numbers
R* set of posit ive real numbers
p reaction rate parameter
/ t ime
a input signal
V volume
x state variable
x state vector
.y output signal
y output vector
Indices
ex exchange
feed waste water inflow
fl fluid
in inllow
tr transfer
